Sanitation Strike Effort 'At Crossroads'

By PAUL CARLIDGE

In the city of New Orleans, sanitation strikers and black leaders called a rally on Monday night in efforts to obtain more support for the strike, which has been ongoing for six days.

Black leaders of the United Auto Workers and the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees were also on hand.

The rally was held at the New Orleans Coliseum, where more than 2,000 workers and supporters gathered.

The strikers are seeking better pay and working conditions, including a $15-an-hour minimum wage and a 40-hour workweek.

Leader Doesn't Know He’s Out

Viert Cong To Free 3 American Captives

In the city of New Orleans, a 21-year-old Viet Cong soldier was killed in a battle. The soldier was identified as Tran Quang Minh, a Viet Cong captain.

The Việt Cong, a communist group, has been fighting against the South Vietnamese government for several years.

The battle took place near the city of Saigon, where the Việt Cong is headquartered.

State Getting Cold Shoulder

In a letter to the editor, a New Orleans resident expressed concern about the state's cold shoulder to the city.

The resident wrote, "The state of Louisiana has been neglecting New Orleans for too long. The city needs help, and it's time the state recognized that fact."
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Be a Real Estate Broker

How many days until Nov. 8? That is when the 1970 real estate class of 1969 is in Los Angeles...
Audience Enthralled By Young Brazilian

I Am Curious

4 Yanks In Race For Nobel

Final Week
Swim Trim's Zip Course
offer not repeated
LOSE WEIGHT—THE EASY WAY

Wilson's Decorative Center
The Oldest Packard Bell Dealer in the State
Have You Seen Our Lovely Store?

Your Choice
AT WILSON'S $650.00

If you can't come to us, we'll come to you. CALL 634-2478

Oklahoma's Most Complete Gym Floor
Final Week - Zip Course
15 Treatments... $3.50
CALL JA 8-4646 TODAY!
DROP BY 1704 N.W. 23rd.

Wilson's Swim Trim
Health Spa
1704 N.W. 23rd  JA 8-4646
Scots' Influence Reaches Oklahoma
Bonnie Dancers Win Honors
At Competitions In Austin

By CURTIS H. SPARKS
"YOURS MADRIGALS FEMALE" team in the Madrigal Contest staged by the Austin Union in Austin, Texas, was awarded first place at the event. The team, which includes Bonnie Dancers, displayed their skills and garnered praise from the audience.

DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF Roy Johnson Dies
Kunstler Promises Big News

DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF Roy Johnson, 58, died suddenly Thursday morning. He had been the head of the Austin Fire Department for five years. Kunstler, who is the new Fire Chief, is expected to announce major changes in the department's operations.

Crisis Alerts Proposed

Weather Word

Vital Statistics

Wide Area Of North Gets Snow

More Rain Hits Tunisia

Call this toll-free number and reserve a vacation in any Shetland in the world:

681-7511

You'll be treated like a king.
The Oklahoma Journal Readers:

$21,400.00

25¢ brings you and your entire family cancer protection

Cancer strikes in 2 out of 3 families. Yet, it’s a fact that HALF OF ALL CANCER VICTIMS CAN RECOVER FULLY—BE HEALTHY AGAIN—IF TREATMENT IS BEGUN IN TIME! But medical care costs thousands of dollars. This Plan provides the extra cash you need—when you need it most.

NO AGE LIMIT—NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION—NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

ACT NOW—your Enrollment Form must be mailed by midnight, Thurs., Oct. 30, or it cannot be accepted.

PAY YOU AS MUCH AS $12,000.00
at the rate of $1,000.00 a month when you go to the Hospital for cancer. Claims made only to you, not to doctor or hospital. Exact cash any way you wish.

PAY YOU AS MUCH AS $1,200.00
for Doctor’s medical fees and all inpatient and outpatient care received from physicians, hospitals, and specialists at the rate of $100.00 per week. Exact cash any way you wish.

PAY YOU AS MUCH AS $2,000.00
for X-rays, treatments, drugs, chemicals, hormones, pre- and post-operative and similar services for cancer. Also all customary expenses to $1,000.00.

PAY YOU AS MUCH AS $1,200.00
for surgery, including anesthetics. You can be extra cash the amount to $500.00 if you have a cancer surgery. Exact cash any way you wish.

PAY YOU AS MUCH AS $5,000.00
for home nursing care. Pay $100.00 A WEEK for a hospital licensed nurse to take care of you at home during a cancer illness. You are not being in a hospital even up to $500.00.

INDEX OF HOSPITALS

Inquire at local offices or write us.

The Oklahoma Journal Cancer Protection Plan

LICENSED BY THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

17 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

About Presidential Council Presidin.

Regular (with daily' single-state issues)

The Presidential Cancer Protection Plan
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Even OSSAA Fumbles Ball Once In A While

Chiefs Crush Cincy, 42-22

Spray Wins Frisco Open

Norman, MWC Eye Crowns

Anderson, Green Bay Ax Falcons

Choate Beams Over Victory

Kapp, Minnesota Rip Lions, 24-10

FOOTBALL STANDINGS

Call Geese Correctly

DAVY JONES

We've brought you the new Dodge Adventurer

LA Squeaks, 9-7

JURGENSEN, "Skins Win"

Eagles Zip By Saints

Yarbrough Collects 'Slam'
Violence Prevails In Rugged World Of Pros

Black, Elliott Upend Hayes

Former Oklahoma City gainer Terry Black and other Oklahoma stars are finding it hard to make inroads into the NFL. The former Sooner has been in trouble with his former coach John David Crow an assistant to the head coach at the University of Houston. Black's playing days were over when he was cut by Crow.

Final Round Results

The final round of the college football season was held last weekend. The Oklahoma Sooners defeated the Texas Longhorns 28-14, while the Texas Tech Red Raiders edged the Oklahoma State Cowboys 35-34.

Boomers Host Tech

Sub Sparked CSC

State Ring Crown On Line Tuesday

Dallas Set For TV Hex With Giants

49ers Stun Colts
BRAND NAMES AND 
THE YOUNG BUDGET

CAPTURE THE EXCITEMENT, ROMANCE AND THE SPIRIT 
OF OLD SPAIN WITH THIS MAGNIFICENT SPANISH BEDROOM $399 

"Bello Corte" by World Famous Pulaski at Tremendous Savings!

Be Bold! Have a luxurious bedroom with "Bello Corte" by Pulaski. A beautiful collection designed for today's living, yet still preserving the spirit and beauty of another era. The grace and vitality of "Bello Corte" is highly decorative, with authentic simulated wood carvings, and Santos "Mision Pecan" finish on pecan veneers and selected hardwoods. You will enjoy its breathtaking beauty and charm for years to come. Your friends will compliment you for making your bedroom the most glamorous exciting room in your home. Make your fondest wish come true with "Bello Corte". See it now at Evans.

SIMMONS

There's always quite a problem for a person about to buy a mattress. Our suggestion is that you select a brand that has built a good reputation over a period of years and that you buy from a store that emphasizes mattresses, knows mattresses and also has built a good reputation. To make it brief, come to Evans and see our Simmons. Why us? Well, we carry a complete selection of Simmons models (few stores do) and we will take pains to help you select the mattress that is best for you.

TWO + TWO + TWO = ONE PRICE!

$138

You get all this for one price:

*2 Twin Mattresses!
*2 Twin Headboards!
*2 Twin Box Springs!
PLUS 12" hardwood legs! or steel frame

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS • 800 SOUTH WESTERN • 232-2461 • OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9, SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING

You get all this for one price:

*2 Twin Mattresses!
*2 Twin Headboards!
*2 Twin Box Springs!
PLUS 12" hardwood legs! or steel frame

Added features, added value, and added savings on this Simmons set! Two mattresses and two matching box springs for our customers who want quality bedding at a budget price. Multi-coil mattresses with pre-built borders. 4 handles, lovely button-tufted durable striped covers. And look at these decorator designed headboards you may select to go with this comfort-fitted mattress-boxspring set, then shop today and save while our selection is still large.